Sebra Bed

DANISH D ESIGN

SOME CHOICES MAKE A DIFFERENCE

INTRODUCTION
Your child needs sleep to develop and grow. The Sebra Bed, Baby & Jr.
grows and develops with your child. A generational bed, which can be
handed down – from child to child, from family to family.
The Sebra Bed, Baby & Jr. is designed by Sebra. Sebra owns the copyright to the JUNO bed,
which was designed by Viggo Einfeldt in 1942-43. Sebra has designed the Sebra Bed, Baby & Jr. to
live up to current requirements and standards, while taking into account the proportions and
timeless lines of the JUNO bed. The classic design of the Sebra Bed is therefore just as beautiful and current today – as the JUNO bed was when it was designed back in the early 1940s.

The JUNO bed was originally known as “the bed that grows with your child” – a slogan that is indeed
true, as it was and still is a practical bed with a pull-out function, which allows the bed to be used by
your child through several stages of childhood, from baby to junior.
Meanwhile, the height-adjustable base ensures both comfort and safety, and together they create a
bed with a long period of use for the benefit of your child, your family and the environment. A bed that
has been tested by past generations and future-proofed for the next.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Life is full of choices! Some we make almost unconsciously, while others
are considered for a long time. All choices have consequences, and some
choices make a difference.
When you choose the Sebra Bed, you choose, either consciously or subconsciously:
to welcome a Danish-designed generational bed into your home, and into your family.
Your choice makes a difference because the bed can be used through several stages of childhood and
can be handed down if you take good care of it. In so doing, you help to conserve valuable resources.
to invest in an eco-labelled children’s bed.
Your choice makes a difference because you take good care of yourself and your child – your child is not
exposed to unnecessary substances, either by inhalation or if the child sucks on or bites the furniture.
You protect nature and the environment, thereby taking care of the Earth’s resources and the climate
of the future – because a large proportion of the wood comes from certified forests and because no
substances have been used that can deplete the ozone layer.
to purchase a bed made from FSC™-certified wood.
Your choice makes a difference because, through your purchase, you are helping to take care of the forests
and the people and animals who live in them for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations, and especially when compared with buying a new children’s bed, which is not made from FSC™-certified wood.

WARRANTY
Sebra provides an extended product warranty for the Sebra Bed, Baby & Jr. for a period of 5 years from
the date of purchase. The extended warranty only applies for the eco-labelled beds.
Read more about the terms and conditions on www.sebra.dk/uk

ASSEMBLING
Sebra Bed, Baby & Jr. consists of 13 parts that are easily assembled using the supplied screws and other
fittings. One purchase and you have everything you need to create a bed that can grow with your child.

STAGES

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

This stage is suitable for the infant.

This stage is suitable for the child who is starting to show signs of being

The raised bed base makes it easier to lift your

able to get into a sitting or crawling position.

baby up from the bed and lay him/her in the

The lowered base and the bed’s distinctive slatted sides and headboards provide safety for your child

bed. The raised bed base makes it easier for you

during his/her first year of life, and ensure that your child cannot roll out when he/she begins to move

to pick up your child safely and securely, and to

more, sit or stand upright. The slats of the bed have been cut at the bottom to create a slope, which

better support your baby’s head and neck when

means that your child cannot get a foothold and climb/fall over the edge of the bed.

placing them down on the bed. This is thanks to
the short distance to the bed base – which is both
safer for the child and better for your back.

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

This stage is suitable for the child who is showing signs

This stage is suitable for the child who has reached a

of wanting to climb or has grown big enough to be

certain length and needs more space.

able to crawl/get out of bed unaided.

The timing of this stage depends on the child’s length and sleep pattern.

One day your child will be able to, and will also want to, do things on his/her

Many parents pull the bed out to the junior bed size when the child is 3-4

own, and hopefully you will enjoy the patter of tiny feet in the mornings (and

years of age.

not in the middle of the night) when, for safety reasons, you have removed
one or both sides. Around the age of two-and-a-half, many children begin
to signal that they do not want to be in a ‘cot’ anymore - some do it earlier
- others later. It is important to look for these signs so that the sides can be
taken off before your child attempts to do so on his/her own.
REMEMBER: When you change your child’s bed environment, it can in some cases
mean that the child for a period requires more support at bedtime and at night. Having
trouble sleeping is natural, but happens far from always – as a parent you are wise to be
mentally prepared for it and help ensure safe bedtime rituals and routines.
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ACCESSORIES
When preparing for the birth of your child, there
are many decisions to make, and many things to
buy.
Sebra has aimed to create a classic range of “bed
accessories” to help you achieve a “complete
look” in your child’s nursery.
Shown here is a selection of our classic colours.

Sebra Bed Drawer
Classic White or Classic Grey

Wooden mobile holder
Classic White, Wooden Edition or Classic Grey

Sebra Mattress Pads
Baby or junior

Sebra Mattresses
Classic or Harmony

Jersey sheet
Baby or junior

Bedwetting sheet
Baby or junior

Crochet musical pull toy
Powder Blue

Crochet musical pull toy
Blossom Pink

Crochet musical pull toy
Classic Grey

Felted baby mobile
Denim Blue

Felted baby mobile
Cotton Candy Pink

Felted baby mobile
Warm Grey

Canopy
Powder Blue

Quilted baby bumper
Powder Blue

Canopy
Blossom Pink

Quilted baby bumper
Blossom Pink

Canopy
Elephant Grey

Quilted baby bumper
Elephant Grey
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Specifications
Length (outer measure)		

115,2 cm

Width (outer measure)		

75,85 cm

Height (outer measure)
Extended length (outer measure)		

88 cm
157,75 cm

Height-adjustable base		

Yes

Max load (upper base position)

15 kg

Max load (lower base position)

80 kg

Extended warranty

5 years

